Engineering of flat bands and Dirac bands in two-dimensional covalent organic frameworks (COFs): relationships among molecular orbital symmetry, lattice symmetry, and electronic-structure characteristics†
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Two-dimensional covalent organic frameworks (2D-COFs), also referred to as 2D polymer networks, display unusual electronic-structure characteristics, which can significantly enrich and broaden the fields of electronics and spintronics. In this Focus article, our objective is to lay the groundwork for the conceptual description of the fundamental relationships among the COF electronic structures, the symmetries of their 2D lattices, and the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) of their core and linker components. We focus on monolayers of hexagonal COFs and use tight-binding model analyses to highlight the critical role of the frontier-MO symmetry, in addition to lattice symmetry, in determining the nature of the electronic bands near the Fermi level. We rationalize the intriguing feature that, when the core unit has degenerate highest occupied MOs [or lowest unoccupied MOs], the COF highest valence band [or lowest conduction band] is flat but degenerate with a dispersive band at a high-symmetry point of the Brillouin zone; the consequences of having such band characteristics are briefly described. Multi-layer and bulk 2D COFs are found to maintain the salient features of the monolayer electronic structures albeit with a reduced bandgap due to the interlayer coupling. This Focus article is thus meant to provide an effective framework for the engineering of flat and Dirac bands in 2D polymer networks.

I. Introduction

The field of covalent organic frameworks (COFs) has progressed rapidly over the past fifteen years, since its original development by Yaghi and co-workers.1–4 COFs do indeed offer a powerful....
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molecular platform to integrate a variety of organic units into periodic hexagonal or tetragonal structures with high porosity and large internal surface area. Representative examples of hexagonal two-dimensional (2D) COF structures, also referred to as 2D polymer networks, are illustrated in Fig. 1. Our attention in this Focus article is on such hexagonal lattices as their electronic structures near the Fermi level have the peculiarity of combining flat bands, which result in an infinite effective mass for charge carriers, and Dirac-type bands, where the carriers have a vanishing effective mass. As detailed elsewhere, tetragonal lattices of \( p \)-conjugated COFs are also of interest in the quest for significant charge-carrier mobilities, as their top valence and/or bottom conduction bands can be highly dispersive.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of the molecular building units and structures of representative hexagonal COFs: (a) tribromotrioaza-triangulene (TBTANG) forming the \( \text{P}^2\text{TANG} \) COF, (b) 1,3,5-tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TPPB) forming the TPB COF, (c) benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (BTA) and \( p \)-phenylenediamine (PDA) forming the BTA-PDA COF, and (d) 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene (HHTP) and 1,4-phenylene-bis(boronic acid) (PBBA) forming COF-5. The three-arm cores are highlighted in blue while the lattice vectors are indicated by dashed arrows. The space group and plane group of each COF are given in parentheses.
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Except in the case of self-condensation (as, for instance, the P2TANG COF and the TPB COF in Fig. 1a and b), two different monomers constitute the building blocks of 2D polymer networks, with one functioning as a core and the other as a linker. The cores locate at the branching sites and connect via covalent bonds with the linkers to form the frameworks5,11,13–16 (we note that, in the TPB COF, the framework could also be viewed as formed from benzene cores and biphenyl linkers). Recent advances in the synthesis of π-conjugated 2D COFs8–10,17,18 have stimulated an ever-increasing interest in their potential applications in electronics and spintronics. Remarkably, in a recent study, angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy measurements revealed a Dirac cone feature in a heterotriangulene COF.18

As mentioned already, Dirac and flat bands are known to arise in COFs with specific lattice symmetries.11,19–21 In addition to lattice symmetry, the frontier molecular orbital (MO) symmetries of the individual core and linker components are also expected to be a key factor determining the nature of the electronic bands near the Fermi level.22 Benefiting from the diversity of cores and linkers available for COF formation, MO symmetry adds another degree of freedom to engineer the characteristics of the COF bands. However, the relationships among MO symmetry, lattice symmetry, and the nature of the COF electronic bands have not been discussed in-depth. It is the objective of this Focus article to describe these relationships in an illustrative manner.

To provide conceptual insight, we exploit tight-binding (TB) model analyses in tandem with density functional theory (DFT) calculations and consider four representative hexagonal COFs (Fig. 1). We highlight that MO symmetry does indeed play a critical role, in addition to lattice symmetry, in determining the nature of the electronic bands in monolayers of hexagonal COFs. We rationalize the interesting feature that, when the core unit has degenerate highest occupied MOs (HOMO) [or lowest unoccupied MOs (LUMO)], the highest valence band (VB) [or lowest conduction band (CB)] is flat but degenerate with a dispersive band at a high-symmetry point of the Brillouin zone. Such band characteristics are conducive to the appearance of fascinating quantum phenomena that will be briefly described. Multi-layer and bulk 2D COFs are found to maintain the salient features of the monolayer electronic structures albeit with a reduced bandgap due to interlayer coupling. We hope that, by describing the fundamental correlation among the COF electronic bands and the symmetries of the lattices and MOs of the core and linker components, this Focus article will provide an effective framework for the precise engineering of flat and Dirac bands in 2D COFs.

II. Setting the stage: the tight-binding models

Density functional theory has become the methodology of choice to derive the electronic structure of molecular and periodic systems. The key component of our approach in this Focus article is our ability to cast the DFT-calculated electronic structures in the light of tight-binding model analyses, which allows us: (i) to uncover the factors leading to specific band-structure characteristics; and (ii) based on that conceptual understanding, to engineer the nature of the bands appearing near the Fermi level. Thus, we provide below a simple account of the relevant TB models. The specifics of the DFT calculations and much more detailed information on the TB models can be found in the ESI.†

(a) Parameters entering the tight-binding models

The parameters entering a TB model are the on-site energies \( \varepsilon \) and hopping integrals (also referred to as electronic couplings or transfer integrals) \( t \) to place them in a more chemical context, these parameters correspond to the Coulomb integrals \( z \) and resonance integrals \( \beta \) of the Hückel method. While the Hückel method relies on a single-orbital basis (i.e., one orbital per site) and only considers nearest-neighbor hopping,32,13 the TB approach offers more flexibility as the orbital basis can be extended to multiple orbitals per site and the restriction of nearest-neighbor hopping can be removed. In fact, effectively adopting MOs instead of conventional atomic orbitals (AOs) to form the TB orbital basis is what will enable an in-depth understanding of the COF electronic states.

As a starting point, however, we consider an extremely simple model based on single-orbital hopping in a honeycomb lattice, see Fig. 2a. We recall that a hexagonal lattice results in a honeycomb lattice when each site of the hexagonal lattice is replaced with two sites.11 Thus, this TB model, originally developed for graphene,34 yields two electronic bands, the so-called Dirac bands, with a bandwidth of \( 6/\sqrt{3} \), as shown in Fig. 2b. An important feature of Dirac bands is the linear evolution of electron energy vs. momentum near their crossing point (Dirac point), which is what leads to the vanishing effective mass of the charge carriers in graphene. In marked contrast to graphene, however, the core sites in 2D hexagonal COFs are often much more complex as they consist of molecular units. It is thus critical to take this greater complexity into account if we wish to establish reliable relationships between the molecular building units and the COF electronic bands.

Defining the orbital basis and hopping integrals. The cores in hexagonal COFs have three-fold symmetry, which means that
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Fig. 2 (a) Illustration of single-orbital hopping in a honeycomb lattice akin to graphene. The dashed rhombus indicates the unit cell. The nearest-neighbor hopping is indicated by \( t \). (b) Band structure obtained from a TB model considering a single-orbital hopping in a honeycomb lattice with \( \varepsilon_0 = 0 \) and \( t > 0 \); the inset depicts the first Brillouin zone.
their MO levels can be doubly degenerate. For instance, in the case of benzene, the six carbon $p_z$ AOs lead to six $\pi$-MOs, as shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†).35,36 the frontier MOs turn out to be doubly degenerate with $\pi_2$ and $\pi_3$ being the HOMOs and $\pi_4$ and $\pi_5$, the LUMOs.

For the more theory-inclined reader, we detail in the ESI:† (i) how to generate a more complete and robust orbital basis for TB models by considering the frontier MOs of benzene as an example; and (ii) how to determine the hopping terms (see Fig. S2). Interestingly, the bottom line turns out to be rather simple:

- Doubly degenerate MO’s can be effectively described as a combination of two (orthogonal) $\pi$-like and $\pi_e$-like diatomic orbitals, whose sites energies, denoted $\epsilon_{\pi}$, are identical.
- A single level can be effectively described by a $\sigma$-type diatomic orbital with site energy $\epsilon_{\sigma}$.
- Hopping integrals between effective $\sigma$ orbitals are denoted $ss\sigma$; between $\sigma$ and $\pi$ orbitals, $sp\sigma$; and between $\pi$ orbitals, $pp\sigma$, or $pp\pi$, depending on whether the interaction takes place axially or laterally.

(b) Building the tight-binding models

We stress again that, in order to accurately interpret the COF electronic bands formed by the frontier MOs of the core and linker units, it is mandatory to apply TB models with a multi-orbital basis and not just a single orbital on each site. With a set of the $(\sigma, \pi_x, \pi_y)$ basis functions we mentioned above in hand, we now turn to an illustration of how to pick the orbital basis and build the TB models. For illustrative purposes, we choose a honeycomb lattice formed by benzene-like cores directly connected to one another at the meta positions, see Fig. 3a.

Let us consider the relevant occupied levels of benzene. Here, the on-site energy of the single level ($\pi_1$ MO in Fig. S1, ESI†) is much lower in energy than that of the degenerate frontier levels ($\pi_2$ and $\pi_3$ MOs). Then, it is reasonable to consider a TB model with a $(\pi_1, \pi_2)$-orbital basis to describe the electronic bands of the COF honeycomb lattice;37–39 such a model is referred to as the H-XY model. In contrast, in instances where the $\sigma$-orbital energy is close to that of the degenerate $\pi$ orbitals and the interaction between them is expected to be significant, one would have to apply a TB model with a $(\sigma, \pi_x, \pi_y)$-orbital basis, which is referred to as the H-SP2 model. We distinguish these two models below.

The H-XY model is illustrated in Fig. 3b and c in the case of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, respectively. Since the unit cell in such a honeycomb lattice consists of two sites, there are four orbitals per cell for the occupied [unoccupied] levels, which gives a total of four occupied [unoccupied] bands. When the $pp\pi$ hopping integral is negligible, the H-XY model leads to two Dirac bands sandwiched by two completely flat bands, see Fig. 3d.37–39 However, when $pp\pi$ is different from zero, the flat bands gain dispersion, as shown in Fig. 3e. The full bandwidth is $3|pp\sigma - pp\pi|$ and $3|pp\sigma + pp\pi|$ at the $K$ and $\Gamma$ points, respectively. For the unoccupied orbitals, the band structure displays the same characteristics as for the occupied orbitals.

It is remarkable to realize that, going from a single-carbon core in the case of graphene to a benzene core, the top valence band and bottom conduction band both become (nearly) totally flat. This is a first manifestation of the impact associated with a doubly degenerate character of the core HOMO and LUMO levels.

The H-SP2 model built from an $(\sigma, \pi_x, \pi_y)$-orbital basis for occupied levels is depicted in Fig. 4a for a honeycomb lattice. There are now six orbitals per unit cell (since each site has three orbitals), which thus generates six bands in the electronic structure.

Due to the increased complexity of the H-SP2 model, a variety of band-structure characteristics can be obtained depending on the relative magnitudes of the parameters.40 The hopping integrals, except for $pp\pi$, are generally comparable in magnitude. Here, we take $|ss\sigma| = |sp\sigma| = |pp\sigma|$ and $|pp\pi| = 0$ as an example to illustrate the typical band structures generated from an H-SP2 model, see Fig. 4b–f (in these figures, it is informative to pay attention to the $\sigma$ or $\pi$ nature of the bands, as indicated by the red/blue color coding). The gap between the two flat bands is $3|pp\sigma|$ when assuming zero $pp\pi$.

As in the case of the H-XY model, the dispersions of the flat bands are also tuned by non-zero $pp\pi$ hopping integrals.

As a starting point, we consider the limiting case where the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ orbitals have the same energy ($\epsilon_{\sigma} = 0$ and $\epsilon_{\pi} = 0$; $\Delta\varepsilon = \epsilon_{\sigma} - \epsilon_{\pi} = 0$), as shown in Fig. 4b. There appear two sets of so-called kagome bands41 (where a set of kagome bands corresponds to two Dirac bands capped on one side by one flat band); here, it is the bottom band of the upper set and the top band of the bottom set that are flat bands. When $\epsilon_{\sigma}$ is higher in energy (less stable) than $\epsilon_{\pi}$ (e.g., $\Delta\varepsilon = 3|ss\sigma|$), there also appear two sets of kagome bands but with the flat band appearing at the bottom of each set (see Fig. 4c); this is directly related to the fact that the $\sigma$-dominated bands of each set become less stable. A further increase in $\epsilon_{\sigma}$ leading to $\Delta\varepsilon = 6|ss\sigma|$ has the upper flat
band down now touching the bottom set of kagome bands; at this point, the band structure appears as consisting, at lower energy, of the typical four bands from an H-XY model and, at higher energy, of two Dirac bands arising predominantly from single σ-orbital hopping in a hexagonal lattice (see Fig. 4d). When $\varepsilon_{\sigma}$ is lower than $\varepsilon_{\pi}$, the band dispersions appear upside-down compared to the earlier case where $\varepsilon_{\sigma} > \varepsilon_{\pi}$, as shown in Fig. 4e and f.

Overall, Fig. 4 illustrates that a significant on-site energy difference between the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ orbitals separates the six bands into two groups: one dominated by the $\sigma$ orbital, leading to two Dirac bands, and the other by $\pi$ orbitals, leading to the typical four bands of the H-XY model. It is interesting to note that the energies of the two flat bands in the H-SP2 model of Fig. 4 remain at exactly the same values, irrespective of the on-site energy of the $\sigma$ orbital, $\varepsilon_{\sigma}$; this again underlines that they essentially originate in the $\pi$ orbitals, as indicated by the blue color of those bands in Fig. 4b–f.

More variations can be found in the band structures associated with an H-SP2 model and come from the modulation of the on-site energies (see Fig. S3, ESI†). We note that a flat band stays on top [bottom] of the other five bands when $\varepsilon_{\sigma}$ is lower [higher] than $\varepsilon_{\pi}$; it corresponds to the highest VB [lowest CB] of the COFs when all the orbitals are occupied [unoccupied]. Importantly, the actual position of the Fermi level in the TB band structure does depend on the exact electron occupation of the sites, which is specific to each COF.

So far, we have dealt with a honeycomb lattice, which is formed by the COF cores. Now, we also consider the linkers, which form a kagome lattice, as depicted in Fig. 5a; a kagome lattice is obtained when each site of a hexagonal lattice is replaced with three sites. Thus, a COF consisting of both core and linker units forms a framework referred to as a honeycomb–kagome lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Due to the absence of three-fold symmetry in the linkers, their MOs are not degenerate (even for benzene-derived linkers). As a result, to derive an appropriate TB model for the linkers, it is sufficient to consider a simple single-orbital hopping within a kagome lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. Since each kagome unit cell has three sites with each carrying a single orbital, this gives rise to three bands with a total bandwidth of $6|t|$. There is one flat band located either above or below two Dirac bands, as a function of the sign of the hopping term, as shown in Fig. 5b. We note that the flat band can gain dispersion when next-nearest neighbor interactions are significant; a discussion describing the position of the flat band as a function of the lattice hopping sign is provided in the ESI† (see Fig. S4).

As mentioned above, 2D COFs generally combine core units and linker units. Since the latter define a kagome sub-lattice and the former a honeycomb sub-lattice, the electronic bands are expected to embody the features of both lattices. From an evaluation of the frontier MOs of the isolated core and linker units (derived via simple molecular calculations at the DFT level), the corresponding 2D-COF electronic bands can be qualitatively predicted by taking advantage of the TB models we have described. The TB predictions can then be confirmed by performing DFT band-structure calculations, whose results then allow the quantitative determination of the on-site energies and hopping integral parameters entering the TB models. It should be borne in mind that, depending on the nature of the occupied and unoccupied frontier levels, the TB models needed to describe the top VBs and bottom CBs of a COF can be different. For instance, an H-SP2 model could be adopted to describe the VBs and an H-XY model for the CBs; also, the VBs could be confined on the linkers and the CBs on the cores, or vice versa. Considering the diversity of the core and linker units and the possible MO degeneracy in three-fold symmetric core units, our TB models can be readily applied.
Focus

Fig. 6 Illustration of a honeycomb–kagome framework where the cores (in blue) sit on the honeycomb sub-lattice and the linkers (in red) on the kagome sub-lattice. The dashed rhombus indicates the unit cell.

to hexagonal COFs, which we demonstrate in Section III by considering four representative COFs. In Section IV, we propose the electronic band diagrams of hexagonal COFs based on the frontier MOs of their core and linker units. We end with a synopsis in Section V.

III. Application to representative COFs

(a) \( P^2 \)TANG COF

The chemical structure of this COF is displayed in Fig. 1a. We start by carrying out a molecular DFT calculation on the trioxaazatriangulene (TANG) core unit. As shown in the ESI† (see Fig. S5a), TANG has a doubly degenerate LUMO level, which is energetically well separated from the LUMO+1 level with \( \sim 0.4 \) eV energy difference. This leads to the choice of a \( (\pi_x, \pi_y) \)-orbital basis within an H-XY model and results in the prediction that the bottom CB will be flat. In contrast, the HOMO corresponds to a single level, well-separated from the doubly degenerate HOMO–1 level. Thus, we can choose a graphene-type TB model for the valence band, which allows us to predict that there will appear two occupied Dirac VBs near the Fermi level. We note that the TB model for the occupied bands could also be extended to include the degenerate HOMO–1 level within an H-SP2 approach, which brings the prediction of top VBs looking like the band structure of Fig. 4d.

The DFT band structure of the \( P^2 \)TANG COF is shown in Fig. 7a. The important feature is that it can be remarkably reproduced by the TB model, see Fig. 7b. The DFT-calculated bottom four CBs do indeed possess the typical features of the H-XY model, with two Dirac bands sandwiched between two nearly flat bands. In the case of the VBs, the DFT-calculated top six bands can be divided into the two groups represented in Fig. 4d, with the top group dominated by graphene-like \( \sigma \)-orbital hopping (two Dirac bands, denoted VB1) and the bottom group, by \( \pi \)-orbital hopping (four bands with two Dirac bands sandwiched between two flat bands, VB2). Focusing on the top two Dirac VB bands, the Dirac point appears about 0.5 eV below the valence band maximum and the total width of these bands (ca. 1 eV) is indicative of an electronic coupling (hopping integral) between the sites about 20 times as small as in graphene.

(b) TPB COF

Fig. 1b illustrates the chemical structure of the TPB COF. The DFT-calculated TPB LUMO (see Fig. S6a) is doubly degenerate and can serve as the orbital basis for an H-XY model or, with the additional consideration of the nondegenerate LUMO+1 level (located some 0.8 eV higher), for an H-SP2 model. Both the H-XY and H-SP2 models (in the latter case, the \( \sigma \) band is located above the \( \pi_x, \pi_y \) bands) lead to a flat lowest CB, in analogy to what was presented in Fig. 3d and 4c, d. The same analysis can be applied to the degenerate HOMO level and the HOMO–1 level, following either a H-XY or a H-SP2 model; here, the highest VB is flat since the \( \sigma \) band is located below the \( \pi_x, \pi_y \) bands. Thus, our prediction is that the TPB COF hosts a flat highest VB and a flat lowest CB, with two Dirac bands immediately below and above, respectively. These characteristics are fully confirmed by the DFT band-structure calculations, as shown in Fig. 8a.

Since the CBs and VBs each carry two sets of three kagome bands, the H-SP2 model (which includes three orbitals per site) is a better choice to describe the overall band structure than the H-XY model, as seen from Fig. 8b. The DFT bands are reproduced very well by the distinct H-SP2 models applied for the CBs and the VBs, with the two sets of fitting parameters listed in Table 1. Again, these results confirm that the MO analyses of the COF building units provides a detailed understanding of the COF electronic bands.

We recall that the TPB COF can also be viewed as consisting of benzene cores and biphenyl linkers. However, considering the benzene molecule (with intrinsic six-fold symmetry) as the core unit fails to capture the actual three-fold symmetry it takes in the COF and turns out to prevent an accurate prediction of the COF band structure. Thus, the lesson we learn here is that the core and linker units used to perform the MO analysis must incorporate the basic characteristics of the corresponding COF.
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structural symmetry; thus, considering TPB as the core is here a much better choice.

(c) BTA-PDA COF

In terms of MO analyses, in order to rely on an appropriate energy-level description of the MOs for both core and linker and to account accurately for their environments and symmetries in the COF, we have considered: (i) benzene-1,3,5-triyltrimethanimine (BTMA) to represent the core unit; and (ii) para-phenylenediamine (PDA) to represent the linker unit, see Fig. 9a. A first important aspect is that a comparison of the frontier MO energies in BTMA and PDA indicates that the bottom CBs should be dominated by BTMA and the top VBs by PDA. The BTMA LUMO is doubly degenerate and serves as the orbital basis for an H-XY model or, with the addition of the LUMO+1 level, for an H-SP2 model. In both instances, it can be predicted that the lowest CB will be flat and there appear two Dirac bands on top of it. The PDA HOMO is a single level very much separated energy-wise from the HOMO/C0 level, which leads to the consideration of a TB model corresponding to single-orbital hopping in a kagome (sub)lattice. Here, the prediction is thus of a kagome-like VB structure. These predicted features are fully confirmed by the DFT bands displayed in Fig. 9b.

The BTA-PDA COF has dual flat bands as the top VB and bottom CB, with a large bandgap (over 2 eV at the DFT-PBE level). The bottom CBs and top VBs of the BTA-PDA COF have predominant contributions from the BTMA core and the PDA linker, respectively, which is consistent with the MO characteristics of Fig. 9a. The partial charge distributions in the CBs and VBs are shown in Fig. 9c. For the kagome-like VBs, the partial charge distribution is consistent with a major contribution coming from the PDA linker, while for the CBs the main contribution comes from the BTMA cores located on the honeycomb (sub)lattice sites. Fig. 9d highlights that the TB band structure with the fitting parameters listed in Table 1 reproduces the DFT bands remarkably well.

(d) COF-5

The frontier MOs of a triphenylene molecule, chosen as the model for the core unit, and a 1,4-phenylene-bis(boronic acid) (PBBA) molecule, chosen to represent the linker unit, are illustrated in Fig. 10a. Comparing the energies of the frontier MOs in the two isolated molecules, the PBBA unit is expected to dominate the bottom of the COF CB and the triphenylene unit, the top of the VB. The PBBA LUMO is pointing to the choice of a TB model considering single-orbital hopping in a kagome lattice. The triphenylene HOMO is doubly degenerate; given that the triphenylene cores sit on a honeycomb (sub)lattice, choosing for the VBs an H-XY model or (with the addition of the HOMO-1 level) an H-SP2 model will result in the top VB being
flat, with two Dirac bands below it. The DFT band structure shown in Fig. 10b is fully consistent with these expectations and very well replicated by the TB models, see Fig. 10d.

The partial charge distributions related to the CBs and VBs, see Fig. 10c, confirm the predominant contributions from the PBBA linker and the triphenylene core, respectively. Compared with the first three COFs we discussed, the conjugation in COF-5 is broken by the boronate ester, which leads to very small electronic couplings between the triphenylene cores and PBBA linkers. As a result, the bandwidths in COF-5 are very narrow, about 0.10 eV for the CBs and 0.13 eV for the VBs. Note that, except for COF-5, the other representative COFs are fully \( \pi \)-conjugated, which usually calls for on-surface synthesis as building units.\(^\text{18,23–28}\)

Finally, since it has so far proven very challenging to produce 2D COF monolayers, it is useful to consider the impact on the electronic structure of having COF sheets interacting and forming a stack, see Fig. S8 (ESI\(^\dagger\)). The results show that the most salient features of the monolayer electronic structures do fully remain; the main difference is a reduced bandgap owing to interlayer electronic coupling. Thus, in bulk COFs with AA stacking pattern (see Fig. S9, ESI\(^\dagger\)), the in-plane bands (i.e., \( k_z = 0 \): \( \Gamma \rightarrow K \rightarrow M \rightarrow \Gamma \) and \( k_z = 0.5 \): \( A \rightarrow H \rightarrow L \rightarrow A \)) are nearly identical to those in the monolayer and there appears an out-of-plane dispersion (\( \Gamma \) to \( A \)).

For even more complex bulk stacking patterns, such as inclined and serrated, the interlayer couplings play an important role in determining the band dispersions, especially those in the out-of-plane direction. Thus, there can be instances where the electronic properties derived from the monolayer band structures need to be reassessed when addressing bulk and multi-layer structures as previously reported for COF-5,\(^\text{45}\) multi-layer graphene,\(^\text{46–51}\) and organic semiconductor molecular crystals.\(^\text{52}\) We stress that the in-plane band dispersions in bulk or thin films still derive from the monolayer band structure with some modulations due to the interlayer coupling. Therefore, studying the electronic structures of monolayers remains essential in order to better understand those in the bulk and thin films.

The conclusion that can be drawn is that the correspondence between the MOs of the core and linker units and the electronic bands remains valid for multi-layer and bulk COFs. We note that the calculated interlayer binding energies of our representative COFs (see Fig. S10, ESI\(^\dagger\)) point to the feasibility of exfoliating those COFs into 2D monolayers, which would facilitate the experimental characterization of these COFs as strictly 2D materials.

### IV. Molecular orbitals vs. electronic bands

Our description of the electronic structure of hexagonal COFs underlines that the nature of the frontier MOs in the isolated building units, taken together with the lattice symmetry, directly informs the characteristics of the COF electronic bands, as depicted in Fig. 11. Consequently, by choosing the appropriate core and linker units, one can tune the dispersion of the top VBs and bottom CBs, i.e., whether they correspond to flat bands or dispersive Dirac bands, and modulate the COF bandgap in correspondence with the HOMO–LUMO gap of the building units.\(^\text{53}\)

Whether the HOMO and LUMO levels are dominated by the core and/or linker units is critical to the nature of the COF electronic bands. We recall that the cores form the sites of a honeycomb (sub)lattice and the linkers, those of a kagome (sub)lattice. For instance:

- When the HOMO [LUMO] is expected to be dominated by the core units and corresponds to a doubly degenerate level, we can predict that the top VB [bottom CB] is a flat band, degenerate with a dispersive band at the \( \Gamma \) point. We note that this prediction holds true whether we consider an H-XY model or an H-SP2 tight-binding model, as illustrated in Fig. 11a and b. Such features appear in the CBs of the P\(^3\)TANG COF, the CBs and VBs of the TPB COF, the CBs of the RTA-PDA COF, and the VBs of COF-5.

- A single HOMO or LUMO level dominated by the core unit results in two Dirac bands (see Fig. 11c), such as in the case of the P\(^3\)TANG COF VBs. Since such Dirac bands exist ubiquitously in hexagonal COFs, varying the electron filling (i.e., via a chemical redox reaction or modulating the
heteroatom content or considering a radical-carrying building unit) can make the Fermi level shift to the Dirac bands. The substitution of carbon atoms with boron or nitrogen atoms in heterotriangulene COFs can effectively tune the electron filling and thus shift the Fermi level in such a way as to go from a semiconductor electronic structure to a semimetal electronic structure among the symmetry of the frontier MOs in the core and linker units. However, by expanding the size of the system from an isolated molecule to a small COF fragment (consisting of three linker units and one core unit), the MO analysis then provides clues to determine the sign of $t$ (see Fig. S4 and S7 and related discussion in the ESI†).

The most interesting topological features such as Dirac crossings often emerge away from the Fermi level and could be accessed via processes, such as doping/redox reactions, that usually lead to less stable materials. However, recent advances in the doping of organic semiconductors and the development of more stable radical-carrying organic emitters give hope that experimental approaches to push the Fermi level towards the Dirac crossings can become viable.

It is worth stressing that the TPB COF and the BTA-PDA COF both present the distinctive feature of having flat bands directly above and below the Fermi level, see Fig. 8 and 9, which generally corresponds to a nontrivial electronic band topology. As a result, a plethora of fascinating quantum phenomena can potentially be derived, whose detailed description goes beyond the scope of this Focus article; we point the readers to recent relevant reviews. Flat-band derived intriguing phenomena have been extensively studied in systems ranging from kagome-lattice metals to twisted bilayer graphene, and the interest has been extended into other areas. For instance, the localized states related to flat bands have been observed in kagome and Lieb photonic lattices formed by coupled optical waveguide arrays. We can point, for example, to the excited-state quantum spin Hall effect, the excitonic insulator state, which can be achieved when the binding energy of the electron–hole pairs larger than the gap between the two flat bands; or magnetic properties in the absence of magnetic dopants, generated via partial doping of a highest VB or lowest CB that is flat and provides a high density of states.

V. Synopsis

Via a combination of DFT molecular and band-structure calculations with tight-binding (TB) model analyses, we have conceptually illustrated the relationships in 2D hexagonal COFs among the symmetry of the frontier MOs in the core and linker units, the lattice symmetry, and the electronic-structure characteristics.

A most interesting feature is to realize that the highest VB or lowest CB is always flat when it predominantly derives from the core unit and the core unit has doubly degenerate HOMO or LUMO levels; such band characteristics can give rise to intriguing quantum phenomena. A single (nondegenerate) frontier MO level in the core results in two Dirac bands, while a frontier MO derived from the linker forms a set of kagome bands (with the position of the flat band determined by the sign of the lattice hopping parameter).

By choosing the appropriate core and linker components, one can determine the dispersion of the COF electronic bands. Thus, the lessons learned in this Focus article provide an effective conceptual framework towards the engineering of flat and Dirac bands in hexagonal 2D COFs.
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